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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new bandwidth allocation

technique where a new stream can preempt an appropri-

ate amount of bandwidth from other existing streams,

considering both quality and priority requirements of

users. The existing preemption-based technique has fo-

cused on the preemption among the streams with the

same user. However, in multi-party multimedia appli-

cations, there would be a case where we would like to

raise the quality of a speci�c stream (e.g. in a video

conference, the video stream of a new chair may be-

come more important than those of the existing par-

ticipants). Therefore the preemption should be allowed

among streams with di�erent users and the best pre-

emption in terms of their requirements should be pro-

vided. In our technique, using the algorithm for solving

the minimum ow cost problem, the preemption is cal-

culated so that the total loss of quality and priority of

the existing streams can be minimized. We have imple-

mented the proposed technique and evaluated it through

the experiment using MPEG1 video streams, and have

con�rmed that our technique can keep a high frame rate

for each existing MPEG1 video stream even when ac-

commodating a lot of new streams.

1. Introduction

Recent innovation of high speed networks has

brought several new applications such as distributed

multimedia systems where continuous streams of video

and audio are transmitted among multiple users in

real time. In such applications, each stream should

be delivered at a certain bit rate and each end sys-

tem should have enough power for the satisfaction of

users' requirements (e.g. color/BW and 30fps/15fps).

For the purpose, a lot of techniques for providing qual-

ity of service (QoS) have been proposed for the eÆ-

cient use of limited resources[1]. For the provision of

QoS, the control mechanism for allocating an appropri-

ate amount of network resources (e.g. bandwidth and

minimumdelay) and end system resources (e.g. proces-

sor power and memory) is required. Especially, several

techniques for the bandwidth management have been

proposed. Resource reservation techniques such as

RSVP[2] enable the advanced reservation of a certain

amount of bandwidth for each stream. The admission

control techniques[5, 8] allow a new stream to be ac-

commodated as long as it does not degrade the quality

of existing streams. Resource sharing techniques[3, 4]

allow several streams to share a certain amount of

bandwidth.

Now we focus on bandwidth allocation techniques to

allocate a proper amount of bandwidth to each stream,

based on quality requirements and/or characteristics

of traÆcs, in order to utilize the bandwidth eÆciently.

[3] has proposed a technique to allocate an amount of

bandwidth to a group of streams so that they can share

it. This technique is useful if there are a few (not so

many) users to send streams at a time (e.g. in an au-

dio conference, there are only several speakers among



a number of participants at a time). Although it can

provide the eÆcient bandwidth allocation considering

the characteristics of applications in some cases, it does

not consider the quality requirements of users. [5] has

proposed a technique considering users' requirements.

It assumes that each stream is encoded by a layered-

coding technique[9, 10] and a user who receives multi-

ple streams can give a \quality value" to each layer of

each stream. Based on the quality values, it is decided

which layers/streams the user can receive. This tech-

nique allows a new stream with higher quality values to

preempt the layers of existing streams with lower qual-

ity values. Therefore it can reect the quality require-

ments exibly. However, it restricts the preemption

among the streams received by the same user. In gen-

eral, in multi-party multimedia applications, the pre-

emption should be allowed among streams received by

di�erent users (e.g. in a video conference, the video

stream of a new chair may become more important

than those of the existing participants, so a certain

amount of bandwidth should be preempted from them)

and the best allocation in terms of their requirements

should be provided.

In this paper, we propose a bandwidth allocation

technique where a new stream can preempt an ap-

propriate amount of bandwidth from existing streams,

based on quality and priority requirements of users. In

this technique, for each stream, we assume that the

followings are given by its user: (1) its minimum and

maximumbandwidth requirements, (2) a quality value

function representing its quality requirement and (3)

a priority value representing its priority requirement.

If there is no suÆcient unused bandwidth for the re-

quest of a new stream, an amount of bandwidth can

be preempted from the existing streams for the accom-

modation of the new stream, so that the total loss of

quality and priority values can be minimized. The cal-

culation can be done eÆciently using an algorithm for

solving the minimum ow cost problem[12]. Therefore

the best preemption in terms of quality and priority

among streams can be provided.

We have implemented our technique and evaluated

it through the experiment using MPEG1 video streams.

In the experiment, we have measured the change of

frame rates of existing streams when accommodating

new streams one by one. As a result, it is shown

that our technique can keep a high frame rate for each

MPEG1 video stream in existence of a lot of streams.

Through our simulation, it is also shown that the pre-

emption can be calculated in a reasonable time for sev-

eral typical networks.

In Section 2, we will explain the proposed bandwidth

allocation technique for unicast streams. In Section 3,

we apply our technique to multicast streams. The im-

plementation technique is addressed in Section 4. The

evaluation with some experiments is stated in Section

5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Bandwidth Allocation for Unicast

Streams

2.1. Admission Policy

A network is represented by an undirected graph.

Each vertex and edge correspond to a computer node

Nl (1 � l � p) (e.g. routers and hosts) and a communi-

cation link Lj (1 � j � q), respectively. The amount of

unused bandwidth on Lj is denoted by Bunused(Lj ).

A virtual path between two vertices without loops is

called a (unicast) stream.

When the creation of a stream Sti is requested,

the maximum and minimum bandwidth requirements

(denoted by Bmax(Sti) and Bmin(Sti), respectively)

must be declared. The currently allocated bandwidth

of Sti is denoted by Bcur(Sti). The sets of all the links

and nodes used by Sti are denoted by link set(Sti) and

node set(Sti), respectively.

Now suppose that there are n � 1 unicast streams

St1, ..., Stn�1 and the creation of a new unicast stream

Stn is requested with Bmax(Stn) and Bmin(Stn). For

the request, a routing protocol determines its path

(i.e. link set(Stn) and node set(Stn) are determined).

Then our protocol checks the following �rst admission

condition.

[First Admission Condition]

8Lj 2 link set(Stn) [Bmin(Stn) � Bunused(Lj )]

If it holds, the request for Stn is accommodated since

at least Bmin(Stn) bandwidth can be allocated to

Stn on every link in link set(Stn). If not, the pre-

emption from other existing streams should be con-

sidered. Now for each stream Stk which uses some

of links in link set(Stn), an amount of bandwidth

Bcur(Stk) � Bmin(Stk) is regarded as preemptable.

Then for each Lj 2 link set(Stn), the amount of

Bunused(Lj) and preemptable bandwidth on Lj is re-

garded as available and denoted by Bunused prep(Lj).

Our protocol checks the following second admission

condition.

[Second Admission Condition]

8Lj 2 link set(Stn) [Bmin(Stn) � Bunused prep(Lj)]

If it holds, the new stream is accommodatedwith band-

width preemption. If not, the request is refused.
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Figure 1. Quality Value Function

2.2. Requirements of Users

The requirements of users (or applications) for their

streams are classi�ed into two categories, quality and

priority.

Quality Requirement The user of each stream sep-

arates preemptable bandwidth into several ranges and

speci�es a constant value for each range. Such a value

is called a quality value, which represents how much

quality is lost when a unit of the range is preempted.

It can be represented as a function Di(bw) which re-

turns a quality value per unit at currently allocated

bandwidth bw, as follows.

Di(bw) =

8>><
>>:

d1 (p0 � bw < p1)

d2 (p1 � bw < p2)

� � � � � �

dz�1 (pz�1 � bw � pz)

Here, p0 = Bmin(Sti), pz = Bmax(Sti) and we as-

sume 8s(0 � s � z � 1) [ds�1 � ds � 0]. This is

because video streams contain some of indispensable

data which makes the lower bandwidth more impor-

tant than the higher one. As a result, Di(bw) forms a

down-stepping graph (Fig. 1).

For example, suppose that an MPEG1 video stream

(320 � 240 pixels, 24 fps and 24 bit-colors) needs 0.3

Mbps, 0.5 Mbps and 0.7 Mbps for the transmission of

I-, P- and B-frames, respectively. The user, who wants

not so high but stable quality in the event of congestion,

may de�ne Di(bw) as follows.

Di(bw) =

�
10 (0:3 � x < 0:8)

1 (0:8 � x � 1:5)
(1)

Another user, who wants quality according to the

degree of congestion, may de�ne it as follows.

Di(bw) = 5 (0:3 � bw � 1:5) (2)

Here, for the fairness among streams, it is desirable

that an average quality value per unit in Di(bw) is

almost the same as each other. For example, the one

in the function (1) is (10 � (0:8 � 0:3) + 1 � (1:5 �

0:8))=(1:5�0:3) = 4:75 and the one in the function (2)

is obviously 5. The users who want high quality than

others should use priority values explained below.

Priority Requirement The user of each stream Sti
can also specify its priority as a positive value Wi

(called a priority value). For example, if St1 and St2
have the priority values W1 = 1 and W2 = 2 respec-

tively, the quality of St2 needs to be kept higher than

St1. Also, for the fairness, some rules to impose fees

according to priority values and/or to negotiate those

values among users may be desired to prevent every

\greedy" user from requiring the highest priority at

any time.

2.3. Problem Formulation

Assume that there are n� 1 streams St1, ..., Stn�1

on a network, with parameters Bmin(Sti), Bcur(Sti),

Bmax(Sti), Di(bw) and Wi for each stream Sti (1 �

i � n � 1). Also assume that the creation of a

new stream Stn is requested with Bmin(Stn) and

Bmax(Stn). According to our admission policy in Sec-

tion 2.1, the �rst and second admission conditions are

checked. If only the second admission condition holds,

a certain amount of bandwidth (denoted by Æi) is pre-

empted from each Sti in order to allocate bandwidth

Bmin(Stn) to Stn. We treat the problem to decide

Æi (1 � i � n � 1), where the total loss of prioritized

quality values (explained later) is minimized.

The problem is formalized below.

[Restrictions]

8i(1 � i � n� 1) [Bmin(Sti) � Bcur(Sti) � Æi] (3)

8Lj 2 link set(Stn)

[Bmin(Stn) � Bunused(Lj ) +
X

1�k�n�1

fkjÆk] (4)

where

fkj =

�
1 Stk uses Lj (Lj 2 link set(Stk))

0 otherwise.

[Objective Function]

min
X

1�i�n�1

Z Bcur(Sti)

Bcur(Sti)�Æi

Qi(bw) dbw (5)

Here, we de�ne Qi(bw) = WiDi(bw) and call it a

prioritized quality value function. Qi(bw) returns a pri-

oritized quality value where both of quality and priority

requirements are considered.



In the above expressions, the restriction (3) speci�es

the maximum amount of preemptable bandwidth from

each Sti. The restriction (4) represents the second ad-

mission condition in Section 2.1. In the objective func-

tion (5), each term in the summation represents the

loss of prioritized quality values when an amount of

bandwidth Æi is preempted from Sti. Therefore, the

objective function (5) minimizes their total loss among

all the streams.

2.4. Bandwidth Preemption Calculation

Each Æi (1 � i � n � 1) which satis�es (3), (4) and

(5) can be computed by the algorithm A below. Note

that if Stn crosses another stream Sti on disjointed

links, i.e., the links in link set(Stn)\ link set(Sti) are

not connected (see Fig. 5(a)), another algorithm B

(explained later) is used.

AlgorithmA An undirected graph is called a trans-

portation graph if each edge e has a capacity cap(e) and

a cost cost(e). The capacity cap(e) means the max-

imum capacity of \transportation" through the edge

e. The cost cost(e) represents a cost per each unit of

transportation. The algorithm �rst generates a trans-

portation graph which represents the path of Stn as

follows.

[Generation of Transportation Graph]

1. Generate the nodes which correspond to all the

nodes in node set(Stn).

2. Add an edge \Lj" which represents each link Lj

in link set(Stn), where cap(Lj) = Bunused(Lj) and

cost(Lj) = 0.

3. For each stream Sti (1 � i � n � 1) which uses

at least one link in link set(Stn), if link set(Stn) \

link set(Sti) forms a connected path, add an edge

\Sti" between both ends of the path. If not, use the al-

gorithm B. Let cap(Sti) and cost(Sti) be Bcur(Sti)�

Bmin(Sti) (an amount of preemptable bandwidth)

and Q0

i(Æi), respectively. Here, Q
0

i(Æi) returns a priori-

tized quality value per a unit of preempted bandwidth

Æi, and is de�ned as Q0

i(Æi) = Qi(Bcur(Sti) � Æi). 2

For example, suppose that a stream St1 uses links

L1 and L2, St2 uses L1, L2 and L3, and St3 uses L3.

Also suppose that the creation of a new stream St4 on

links L1, L2 and L3 is requested from a node s4 to a

node d4 (see Fig. 2). We obtain the transportation

graph shown in Fig. 3.

If we do not need to minimize the objective function

(5), we only �nd \transportation paths" from s4 to d4
whose total capacity of transportation is Bmin(St4).

For example, in Fig. 3, a path through the edges St1
and L3 with capacity 1 and a path through the edge St2
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Figure 2. New Stream Request
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Figure 3. Transportation Graph

with capacity 2 are an example of such transportation

paths whose total capacity is Bmin(St4) = 3. It means

that St4 uses 1 unit of unused bandwidth on L3 and

preempts 1 and 2 units of bandwidth from St1 and

St2, respectively (that is, Æ1 = 1 and Æ2 = 2). Here, if

we want to minimize the objective function (5) (which

minimizes the total loss of prioritized quality values),

we should �nd \transportation paths" from s4 to d4
with the minimum cost. Such a problem is known as

the \minimum cost ow problem" and an algorithm

has been investigated to decide transportation paths

with the minimum cost within O(m(m + n)(logn)2)

(m and n denote the numbers of edges and nodes in

the transportation graph, respectively)[12], if all the

costs of edges in the transportation graph are constant

values. In our case, the costs of edges may not be

constant values because the quality value function is

speci�ed as a down-stepping graph as shown in Fig. 1.

In such a case, the algorithm divides each edges into

several ones.

[Path Division in Transportation Graph]

1. For each edge \Sti", divide it into several ones so

that each one has a constant cost. 2

For example, in Fig. 3, for a transportation path

on St1 with capacity 0.8, its cost is 0:8 � 1 = 0:8. On
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Figure 4. Path Division in Transportation
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Figure 5. Streams Crossing on Disjointed
Links

the other hand, for a path on St1 with capacity 1.5, the

cost is 1�1+0:5�5 = 3:5. Therefore St1 is divided into

St1;1 and St1;2 whose costs are 1 and 5, respectively,

and the modi�ed graph in Fig. 4 is obtained (similarly

St2 is divided into two edges).

Now for the divided edges Sti;1, ..., Sti;z, the algo-

rithm must not select Sti;s as a transportation path

unless the capacity of Sti;s�1 is ful�lled as a trans-

portation path. For example, if 1.5 units of bandwidth

are preempted from St1, the algorithm must �rst �nd

a path on St1;1 with the full capacity 1 and then a path

on St1;2 with capacity 0.5. Here, from the de�nition

of Qi(Æi), the cost of the edge St1;2 is higher than that

of St1;1. Therefore, the algorithm always selects St1;1
prior to St1;2.

According to the above discussion, a set of trans-

portation paths with the minimum cost can be ob-

tained by using an algorithm to solve the minimum

cost ow problem[12].

Algorithm B If link set(Stn) \ link set(Sti) does

not form a connected path, the algorithm A cannot

generate a transportation graph (see St4 which crosses

St2 in Fig. 5(a)). In such a case, an algorithm to solve

linear programming (LP) problems can be applied to

the linear inequalities (3) and (4) and the objective

function (5).

s3 s1

s2d3,1

d1,1 d1,2

d2,1

d2,2

d3,2

St2

St1St3

s3 s1

s2d3,1

d1,1 d1,2

d2,1

d2,2

St2

St1St3

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Connection Setup for Multicast
Stream

The simplex method[12] is one of useful algorithms

for LP problems, and in most cases it �nds a solu-

tion within polynomial time. However, in the worst

case it needs exponential time to �nd a solution, so

it may not work eÆciently if the size of a network is

large. In such a case, we regard each connected path in

link set(Stn)\ link set(Sti) as an independent stream

and can get a semi-optimal solution by an ad-hoc way

within polynomial time. For example, the stream St2
in Fig 5(a) is separated into two streams St2 and St02
shown in Fig. 5(b).

2.5. Bandwidth Reallocation

Our protocol can also allocate an amount of un-

used (or released) bandwidth to the existing streams.

The same algorithm can be used in order to maximize

the total gain of prioritized quality values. Two major

policies can be considered about when such allocation

should be done: according to the request of users or in

every pre-de�ned period.

3. Bandwidth Allocation for Multicast

Streams

In multi-party multimedia applications, multicast

communication is commonly used to prevent streams

from wasting bandwidth. A multicast stream forms

a tree structure where a source node and destination

nodes correspond to its root and leaves, respectively. A

node can join a multicast stream by connecting a uni-

cast stream with the source node or one of the interme-

diate nodes of the multicast stream[13]. Therefore we

can regard that a multicast stream with a source node

sn and destination nodes dn;1, ..., dn;m is constructed

by connecting multiple unicast streams step by step as

follows. First an initial stream Stn;1 from sn to dn;1
is generated, and then each branching stream Stn;k is

connected from an intermediate node of the current

multicast stream to dn;k (k = 2; 3; :::;m) repeatedly.
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Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) show the generation of an initial

stream St3;1 from s3 to d3;1 and a branching stream

St3;2 from an intermediate node d2;1 of St3;1 to d3;2,

respectively. The initial and branching streams are re-

garded as unicast streams. Therefore the problem to

generate a multicast stream can be treated as that to

connect a new unicast stream Stn;k over the existing

multicast streams St1, ..., Stn�1 and Stn where Stn has

the initial and branching streams Stn;1, ...,Stn;k�1.

Now we assume two cases. In the �rst case, all the

destination nodes on a multicast tree Sti receive the

stream Sti with the same bandwidth. We can easily see

that the algorithms in Section 2.4 can be used for this

case, since each multicast stream where an amount of

bandwidth is preempted on a link releases the amount

of bandwidth on all the links. For example, for the

request of a new branching stream St3;2 in Fig. 6(b),

the algorithm forms a transportation graph shown in

Fig. 7 (the costs and capacities are omitted).

In the second case, the destination nodes on a multi-

cast tree Sti receive the stream Sti with di�erent band-

width from each other. This means that each interme-

diate node may drop some frames in a multicast stream

according to the available amount of bandwidth on the

link for each destination. Therefore the destinations

with low bandwidth can also receive the stream. In

this case, we should treat the multicast stream whose

currently allocated bandwidth is di�erent on each link.

We have developed an algorithm to �nd an optimal

solution by solving some LP problems and also an eÆ-

cient algorithm to get a semi-optimal solution by solv-

ing only one LP problem for practical purposes. See

[14] for the details.

4. Implementation

In this study, we have implemented our protocol as a

bandwidth control system. The system consists of con-

trol servers and clients. Each server manages a speci�c

domain of a network and each client manages streams

on a receiver node.

Each server collects the information of the unused

bandwidth and stream ID's on each link. It also keeps

the information of the minimum/maximumbandwidth

requirements, currently allocated bandwidth and qual-

ity and priority values for each stream. When the

server receives the creation request of a new stream

from a client in its domain, it checks the two admis-

sion conditions described in Section 2.1. If bandwidth

preemption is needed, the server lets each client release

part of their bandwidth. Each client sends the creation

request of a new stream when it receives a request from

a user, and manages the bandwidth of the stream.

5. Evaluation

5.1. Experiment Using MPEG1

To evaluate the proposed method, we have imple-

mented a pair of a video server and a client. A client

receives and plays an MPEG1 video (320 � 240 pix-

els, 24 fps and 24 bit-colors) stored on the server over

UDP/IP. Each server can drop some of B- and P-

frames of the video while it is being transmitted to

each client, according to an amount of bandwidth al-

located by our protocol. Fig. 8 shows the network

topology. The amount of bandwidth on each link is 10

Mbps and machinesM2,Ma,Mb andMc are connected

via a 10 Mbps switching hub. Machines M1 and M2

are connected directly. While two client machines Ma

andMb are receiving the streams Sta and Stb from the

server M1, respectively, another client Mc asks either

M1 or M2 to accommodate a new stream every 10 sec-

onds. The quality value function Da(x) and Db(x) for

Sta and Stb are given as (1) and (2) in Section 2.2.

Da(x) means that P-frames are much important than

B-frames. On the other hand, Db(x) means that B-

frames and P-frames are equally important. We have

given Wa = Wb = 1 as the priority values. Under the

above condition, we have measured the change of the

frame rates of MPEG1 video of Sta (from M1 to Ma)

and Stb (fromM1 to Mb) while the number of streams

from M1 or M2 to Mc increases. Mc selects either

Da(x) or Db(x) for each of its new stream at random.

For the comparison, we have used the three di�er-

ent algorithms in the experiment: (a) an algorithm to

decide the allocation by priority, (b) a preemption al-

gorithm which decides the preemption candidates by

a heuristic way and (c) our algorithm. For the algo-

rithm (a), we have assumed each new stream requires

1.5 Mbps bandwidth for its accommodation and Stb
has a higher priority than Sta. The minimum required

bandwidth is 0.3 Mbps for each stream and it will be

disconnected if less than 0.3 Mbps bandwidth is avail-

able.

Fig. 9(a) and 9(b) show the change of the frame

rates of Sta and Stb, respectively, when the number
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Figure 8. Experimental Environment

of new streams of Mc increases. In the algorithm (a),

Stb could keep the high frame rate, while Sta stopped

being played when Mc created the 9th stream. In the

algorithm (b), both the frame rates of Sta and Stb
went down earlier than our algorithm. Our algorithm

could keep high frame rate for a longer time than the

algorithm (b). Also, the number of new streams which

could be accommodated in (a), (b) and (c) were 12,

18 and 19, respectively. These results show that our

algorithm can realize high quality, accommodating a

lot of streams.

5.2. Simulation Results

We have measured the following items via simulation

where streams are created at random in the networks

with several topologies shown in Fig. 10:

(x). accommodation ratio of new streams,

(y). average frame rates of streams,

(z). average loss of frame rates of existing streams

caused by preemption and

(w). average bandwidth utilization.

When we calculate the average frame rates, we have

included the streams which have not been accommo-

dated, as the 0 fps streams. As the quality functions

for the streams, we have usedDb(x) in the previous sec-

tion, and Dc(x) and Dd(x) de�ned below. Each new

stream selects one of them at random.

Dc(x) =

�
8 (0:2 � x < 0:5)

1 (0:5 � x � 1:2)

Dd(x) =

�
6 (0:4 � x < 0:7)

1 (0:7 � x � 1:5)

Table 1 shows the simulation results. The algo-

rithm (a) can accommodate many streams, but the

frame rates are a bit low and are getting big e�ects

by the preemption. The algorithm (b) can keep the

high frame rates, but the accommodation ratio of new
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Figure 9. Change of Frame Rates

streams is relatively low. Our algorithm can keep high

frame rates, accommodating a lot of streams.

We have measured the calculation time of the al-

gorithm A (on SONY NEWS 5000 with R4000 and

64 MB RAM). Even the number of preemption candi-

dates is 30, the average calculation time is 11ms and is

reasonably short. Also we have measured that of the

algorithm B, using the simplex method. 99.87% of the

calculation �nished within 1000ms. When we used an

approximation algorithm in Section 2.4, each calcula-

tion �nished within 10ms. In this case, the maximum

di�erence of total loss from the optimal solution was

at most 10%.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a bandwidth alloca-

tion algorithm which allows a new stream to preempt

a certain amount of bandwidth from existing streams,

considering both quality and priority requirements. We

have also implemented our algorithmand experimented

with MPEG1 video streams for the evaluation. In our

algorithm, an appropriate amount of bandwidth is pre-

empted by a new stream so that the total loss of quality

and priority in the existing streams can be minimized.

The experimental results show that our algorithm can



Table 1. Simulation Results on Various Network Topologies
topology(1) topology(2) topology(3) average

param. [unit]
(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c)

(x) [%] 81.7 66.7 80.0 47.0 48.0 49.0 49.0 46.7 51.0 59.0 53.8 60.0

(y) [fps] 13.1 16.7 17.0 10.0 7.4 10.1 12.1 13.9 16.1 11.7 12.7 14.4

(z) [fps] 5.6 4.6 2.6 10.0 7.5 4.9 5.6 6.7 2.9 7.1 6.3 3.5

(w) [%] 69.6 70.0 76.4 77.0 80.5 84.4 63.0 61.1 66.1 69.9 70.5 75.6

(2)(1)

(3)

Figure 10. Network Topologies

accommodate more streams with the satisfaction of ex-

isting streams' requirements than other algorithms.

We have used MPEG1 coding scheme in the ex-

periment. We are going to apply our algorithm to

other coding schemes popular in video conference sys-

tems like H.261[11]. Until now, several QoS routing

methods[7] have been proposed to �nd a preferable

route matching given user requirements. These tech-

niques can be used to �nd a route with the largest

unused bandwidth. Our technique can be applied to

such a route for the eÆcient bandwidth utilization.
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